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1. Preface 

These safety and operating instructions provide you with the knowledge on how to use your Arrowhead 

Rockdrill breaker in a safe and correct manner. Before using your Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker you must read 

and understand all of the instructions. 

The safety and operating instructions also include maintenance, storage and basic troubleshooting instructions 

which must be followed to ensure your Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker has a long, safe and efficient working life. 

Reliable operation of your Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker can only be guaranteed if genuine Arrowhead Rockdrill 

spare parts are used. 

Safety instructions in the safety and operating instructions comply with European Union law. If using your 

Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker outside of the European Union any additional local regulations must be 

understood and observed by the operator.  

Responsibility for the correct and safe operation of Arrowhead Rockdrill breakers lies at all times with the 

operator, a copy of the safety and operating instructions should be kept in the excavator’s cab at all times. 

2. Introduction 

Arrowhead Rockdrill Company Ltd is a world leading manufacturer of hydraulic breakers based in Chesterfield, 

England. Today Arrowhead Rockdrill breakers are in use around the world in a wide variety of applications and 

can be fitted to any suitable make of excavator. 

All Arrowhead Rockdrill breakers are designed and manufactured only at our production facilities in 

Chesterfield, England. 

Arrowhead Rockdrill’s straight forward designs give all our breakers long, trouble-free lifetimes as they have 

simplicity, efficiency and reliability at their core and are manufactured using only the highest quality materials.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



3. Safety Instructions Overview 

To avoid the risk of injury or even death to yourself 

and others read and understand the safety and 

operating instructions before installing, operating, 

maintaining or servicing your Arrowhead Rockdrill 

breaker. 

Only suitably qualified and trained persons may 

operate or service Arrowhead Rockdrill breakers. 

Bear in mind some components maybe hot, heavy 

and/or slippery and always exercise caution when 

working with this equipment. 

Always ensure that the operator and all other 

personnel in the work area are wearing approved 

personal protective equipment which must include 

at least: 

 Suitable protective helmet which 

conforms to all local applicable 

regulations 

 Adequate hearing protection which 

conforms to local regulations with regards 

to excavator operations with percussive 

tools 

 Impact resistant eye protection, including 

side protection 

 Proper protective boots 

 Suitable protective gloves 

 Appropriate work clothing, to include 

protection for arms and legs 

 If necessary respiratory protection may 

be needed 

Explanation of symbols used in the safety and 

operating instructions: 

Danger: The related comments provides safety 

information or instructions to avoid accidents and 

possibly injury to yourself or others. 

Warning: The related comments provides safety 

information or instructions to avoid damage to 

your Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker or associated 

equipment. 

 

 

 

4.1 Pre installation 

Danger 

Alcohol, drugs or medication may restrict your 

ability to operate machinery correctly. 

 Never operate the machine when you 

are under the influence of drugs, alcohol, 

medication 

 Never operate the machine when you 

are excessively tired or distracted 

Danger 

The breaker must never be operated without the 

tool retainer being securely fitted. 

Danger 

Before the Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker is installed 

or removed from the carrier the hydraulic system 

must be depressurised. 

Do not run hydraulic lines to feed the Arrowhead 

Rockdrill breaker through the driver’s cab. 

4.2 Installing the breaker 

Installing the breaker requires the presence of an 

assistant. Before installation begins clear hand 

signals and communication between excavator 

driver and assistant must be agreed.  

The breaker must only be installed on a machine 

with appropriate load capacity and that meets all 

applicable technical specifications, see tables in 

section 10 for the correct information for your 

model of Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker. Please note 

the pressure relief valve on the excavator should 

be set to at least 40 bar above the operating 

pressure of the breaker listed in section 10. 

Machines that are smaller than the required 

weights stated will not have the correct weight to 

safely operate the breaker and may become 

unstable or even fall over during operation causing 

serious injury and damage. 



Machines that are bigger than the required 

weights stated may cause excessive mechanical 

and hydraulic forces to be applied to the breaker. 

 

Danger 

Keep hands away from the fitting surfaces when 

installing the breaker, especially when the 

machine is moving. Never use your fingers to 

check any bores and surfaces are smooth or 

aligned. 

Place the breaker, using appropriate lifting 

equipment, on two wooden blocks in a positon 

where it is safe and stable and cannot fall over 

causing damage or injury.  

 

Danger  

Take care when driving in bracket pins as metal 

shards may become loose and cause injury. 

 

Carefully lower the main dipper arm of the boom 

into the bracket mounted on the breaker until the 

bores line up with those on the bracket. Insert the 

dipper pin and lock it into place. 

 

Insert the link cylinder until the bore is lined up 

with those on the bracket. Insert the link pin and 

lock it into place.  

 

(If a quick coupler bracket is being used mount the 

breaker in accordance with the instructions 

supplied by the quick coupler manufacturer). 

Before connecting the breaker circulate the oil on 

the machine to ensure the oil and lines to the 

breaker are clean and free from debris. To do this 

ensure the feed and return hose end connections 

are clean then connect them together. Circulate 

the hydraulic oil through the machine’s oil filter for 

at least 2 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Close the feed and return line shut off valves on 

the machine and ensuring the hydraulic hoses on 

the hammer are clean and free from debris 

connect them to the machine. Ensure that the 

hoses are connected to the correct feed and 

return lines on the machine. Feed line should be 

connected to the bottom port of the breaker main 

control valve. The return line should be connected 

to the upper port of the main control valve. Open 

the feed and return line shut off valves on the 

machine. 

 

Danger 

Hydraulic oil can be hot and damaging to skin, a 

trip hazard and damaging to the environment. 

Take care to avoid direct contact with your skin 

and ensure any oil that is spilt is collected and 

disposed of in according to the appropriate 

regulations.  

If hydraulic hose quick couplers are used ensure 

that the couplers used are of the correct size and 

are capable of allowing the correct flowrates 

through to the breaker. Most quick couplers create 

a restriction in the hydraulic line which increases 

the operating pressure in the hydraulic system and 

causes unnecessary heating of the hydraulic oil, 

where possible connect the breaker to the 

machine directly. Before installation ensure both 

ends of the quick couplers are in good working 

order. Ensure all dirt and debris on both coupler 

ends is cleaned off before connecting the couplers 

and ensure both ends are completely seated 

together before trying to operate the breaker.  

 

 

 

4.3 Removing the breaker  

Danger 

Before starting to remove the breaker from the 

machine the hydraulic system must be 

depressurised. 

Lay the breaker on two wooden blocks on the floor 

ensuring it is stable and will not fall over once it 

has been disconnected from the machine. For 

safety reasons the machine must be switched off 

before disconnecting the breaker.  

Disconnect the hydraulic hoses from the machine 

and seal the ends securely with appropriate caps 

to prevent dirt from entering the hoses while the 

hammer is not in use. Collect any hydraulic oil that 

may have run out of the hoses and dispose of in 

according to the appropriate regulations. If you are 

using a quick coupler system ensure the ends of 

the couplers are securely wrapped and protected 

from dirt when not in use. 

Unlock the dipper and link pins and knock out the 

pins using a steel rod and a hammer. 

Danger  

Take care when driving bracket pins as metal 

shards may become loose and cause injury. 

 



When it is safe to do so restart the machine and 

carefully remove the boom dipper and link ends 

from the breaker mounting bracket. 

 

 

 

 

5. Fitting the breaker tool 

Danger  

If the breaker is mounted to a machine before 

fitting the breaker tool ensure the machine’s 

engine is switched off and that the breaker cannot 

be activated by closing the stop valves on the 

machine’s feed and return lines. 

Danger  

Always wear safety glasses when fitting a tool.  

Ensure the breaker is positioned safely on 

supporting wooden blocks in such a way so that 

good access to all side of the breaker casing can be 

achieved. 

Remove the tool retainer doughnut by inserting a 

flat head screwdriver into the breaker casing and 

prying it out.  

 

Insert the same flat headed screwdriver into the 

small hole in the breaker casing on the opposite 

side of the casing to the tool retainer doughnut 

and push out the tool retainer pin. 

 

 

 

If the breaker has a tool retainer stopper plate use 

the correct size Allen key to remove the 4 retaining 

Allen screws and remove the stopper plate. 

 

Insert a small steel drift into the hole in the casing 

on the opposite side to the stopper plate and drive 

the tool retaining pin out.  

Danger 

Some breaker tools are heavy. If necessary use the 

appropriate lifting equipment to move tools in a 

safe and controlled manner to avoid injury. 

 

Apply a generous amount of Arrowhead Rockdrill 

hammer grease to the tool retainer and the area of 

the tool around and including the tool retainer flat. 

If you are not using Arrowhead Rockdrill supplied 

hammer grease ensure that you are using a 

suitable high temperature grease with the correct 



wear inhibiting additives. If you are unsure contact 

your nearest Arrowhead Rockdrill dealer for more 

information.  

Insert the tool into the breaker and replace the 

tool retaining pin and doughnut or stopper plate. 

For the correct torque settings for the Allen screws 

see technical tables in section. 

 

 

5.1 Removing the breaker tool 

Danger  

If the breaker is mounted to a machine before 

removing the breaker tool ensure the machine’s 

engine is switched off and that the breaker cannot 

be activated by closing the stop valves on the 

machine’s feed and return lines. 

Danger  

Always wear safety glasses when removing a tool 

Danger 

The breaker tool can be very hot. Take care when 

touching the tool. 

Danger 

Some breaker tools are heavy and can be slippery 

when covered in grease. Always ensure that the 

correct lifting equipment is used to lift heavy items 

and take care that tools do not slip and are not 

dropped when being handled.  

To remove a breaker tool the same procedure as 

fitting the tool is used but in reverse order. 

6. Greasing 

Warning 

Never operate the breaker with no grease in it. To 

do so will increase wear on the breaker tool and 

bushings and significantly reduce the lifetime of 

your breaker. Tool and wear bush warranty may 

be void if the breaker is not greased according to 

the instructions below.  

Danger 

Hammer grease can cause skin irritation. If it 

comes in contact with your skin wash off 

immediately. 

 

 

 

To manually grease your breaker place the breaker 

in a vertical position and apply enough downward 

force to push the tool up into the breaker as far as 

it will go. 

 

If it is mounted on a carrier machine ensure that 

the breaker cannot be operated while it is being 

greased. 

Using the grease nipple on the side of the breaker 

casing pump grease into the breaker until you can 

see grease coming out from around the sides of 

the tool at the bottom of the breaker casing. 

 

We recommend using Arrowhead Rockdrill 

supplied grease. If you are not using Arrowhead 

Rockdrill grease contact your supplier to ensure 

that the grease used is suitable for this application.  

Grease the breaker in this manner at least once for 

every hour of operation. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Operating the breaker 

Danger 

Never operate the breaker without the correct 

tool retainer securely fitted and the tool retainer 

rubber doughnut/stopper plate fitted. 

Danger 

Never operate the breaker without an impact 

resistant window or shield in place to protect the 

machine operator. If the machine has a boom 

capable of side shifting or slewing independently 

of the machine cab, extra impact resistant 

windows or shields should be fitted to ensure the 

machine operator is always protected. 

 

Danger 

The machine operator should wear ear protection. 

All other personnel near the area where the 

breaker is being used should wear ear protection, 

safety helmets and eye protection. 

7.1 Start-up procedure 

If you are using a breaker for the first time or after 

it has been repaired or not been used for a long 

time check the nitrogen gas pressure in the 

breaker (see page ). 

Place the breaker in a vertical position firmly 

against the surface that needs to be broken. For 

the first 10 minutes of use operate the breaker in a 

vertical position only and at have the carrier 

machine at half throttle. After this time gradually 

increase the engine speed until after 20 minutes of 

use the machine is operating at full throttle to give 

the breaker its required hydraulic flow rate. 

Continue to operate the breaker in the vertical 

position only for the first hour of use. 

7.2 Operating techniques and safety 

precautions 

Before operating the breaker apply downward 

force onto the tool by slightly raising the machine 

on the breaker tool. 

 

Danger 

Before activating the breaker ensure a suitable 

safety zone has been cleared around the area 

where the machine is operating. An area 

approximately 20m in all directions from the 

breaker should be cleared of all persons but the 

machine driver. 

 

Warning 

Once the breaker has broken through the material 

stop the breaker immediately. Never operate the 

breaker without downward force on the tool. To 



do so will damage the breaker, tool and cause 

unnecessary wear.  

 

Warning  

Always use the breaker at right angles to the 

material being broken to achieve the most 

efficient breaking. Always ensure the breaker and 

tool are lined up straight with each other. If the 

breaker is not used in this way the unnecessary 

stresses put on the breaker will cause increased 

tool bush wear, tool breakage and tie rod 

breakage.  

 

Warning 

Never use the breaker tool as a lever to pry at 

material. This will cause excessive bush wear and 

tool/tie rod breakage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warning 

Never use the breaker in one place for more than 

30 seconds. If the tool does not break or penetrate 

the material in this time, stop the hammer and 

reposition it. Continuous operating of a breaker for 

more than 30 seconds in one place reduces 

breaking efficiency, causes excessive heat build-up 

in the tool and heats up the hydraulic circuit.  

 

Warning 

Always work from an edge. For a breaker to work 

efficiently material requires an edge to break off. 

Never start in the middle of large objects. 

 

Warning  



Never use the breaker to move objects, to do so 

will put unnecessary stress on the casing and 

bracket. 

 

 

Danger 

Never use the breaker to lift objects. The breaker 

is not designed to be used as a hoist; to use it in 

this way can be dangerous.  

 

Warning 

Never operate the breaker with the boom 

cylinders of the machine at the end of their stroke. 

To do so may damage the machine. 

 

Warning 

Never operate the breaker underwater or allow 

any part of the breaker other than half the visible 

length of the tool to be submerged in liquid. To do 

so will allow water to enter the breaker and carrier 

hydraulic circuit and cause damage. 

 

 

 

Warning 

Never allow the breaker or tool to hit the machine 

boom. Use caution when moving the breaker. 

 

Warning 

Never use the breaker as a sledgehammer by 

dropping it on objects or using it to hit objects. 

 

7.3 Operating the breaker in extreme 

heat 

Do not use the breaker if the hydraulic oil 

temperature of the carrier machine is in excess of 

80⁰C (176⁰F).  



Warning 

Higher temperatures than this will cause damage 

to the breakers seals. If higher temperatures are 

recorded stop operating the breaker and check/fit 

an oil cooler to the machine. Also check the 

pressure relief valve and all hydraulic connections 

to make sure these are not faulty and causing heat 

to build up in the hydraulic system. 

Always ensure you are using hydraulic oil of the 

correct viscosity, oil of grade HLP68 is the 

minimum permitted. 

 

7.4 Operating the breaker in extreme 

cold 

Never operate the breaker until the oil in the 

carrier machine is at least 0⁰C (32⁰F). 

If the temperature is below -20⁰C (-4⁰F) the 

breaker must be warmed up before use. 

Warning 

Running hot oil in an extremely cold breaker may 

cause the seals to crack and cause other internal 

stresses which will damage your breaker. 

Note the breaker will not operate near peak 

efficiency until the oil temperature reaches 50⁰C 

(122⁰F). 

8. Routine inspection and maintenance  

It is essential that regular maintenance and 

inspections are carried out to ensure the long and 

efficient life of your breaker. Also breakers that are 

not sufficiently maintained can be dangerous to 

persons on the work site. 

8.1 Daily checks 

Greasing 

It is necessary to ensure the breaker tool and wear 

bush area have grease in them at all times. 

Depending on use this may need to be checked 

once and hour. For instructions on the correct way 

to grease your breaker see section 6. 

Cracks 

Perform a visual inspection of the hammer, 

mounting bracket and hydraulic hoses. Ensure all 

are free from damage and cracks and 

repair/replace as necessary. 

Bolt tightness  

Check all bolts are present, free from damage and 

are correctly tightened.  

 

 

Hydraulic oil 

Using a breaker puts more work load on the 

hydraulic oil in the machine, as such regular oil 

checks are necessary. Change the hydraulic oil and 

filters at the intervals stated in the carrier 

machine’s service manual. Ensure the oil in the 

hydraulic tank is maintained at the correct level. 

Low oil level will cause excessive heat build-up and 

may also lead to cavitation when air is mixed in 

with the oil. This will cause damage to the breaker 

and carrier machine’s hydraulic system. 

8.2 Weekly checks 

Tool retaining pin 

Remove the tool retaining pin, see section 5, and 

inspect for damage. If any parts of the tool 

retainer are mushroomed or the tool retainer is 

deformed in any way remove all sharp edges and 

raised sections by polishing these areas with a 

suitable grinder. The tool retainer must be able to 

rotate freely while it is in the hammer. 

 

 



Tool 

Remove the demolition tool, see section 5, and 

inspect for damage. Damage to the tool retaining 

area caused by blank firing the hammer (operating 

it when the tool is not pressed against the working 

surface) can cause ridges in the metal and chipping 

of the tool. Remove all raised edges with a grinder. 

If the tool is chipped or damaged at the strike face 

area (the top of the tool where the breaker piston 

impacts) replace the tool. Failure to do so will 

cause damage to the piston. 

 

Tolerances 

Measure the breaker wear bushing and tool. If 

either is found to be outside the wear tolerance 

limits stated in section 12 replace them 

immediately. Failure to do so will cause the tool to 

break and/or cause damage to the piston.  

Tie rods 

In models where tie rods are present these should 

be checked to ensure they are tightened to the 

correct torque settings, see section 11. 

Gas pressure 

Check the pressure of the gas in the breaker, see 

section 9, and adjust if necessary. 

9. Nitrogen gas charge operations 

All Arrowhead Rockdrill breakers require the 

correct Arrowhead Rockdrill supplied gas charging 

kit to enable the gas pressure to be checked or 

altered. To prevent damage to the gas charging 

valve only Arrowhead Rockdrill supplied gas charge 

kits should be used. These kits are available 

through your local authorised Arrowhead Rockdrill 

dealer. Your gas charging kit will contain the 

following: 

 

Danger 

Only Nitrogen gas 99.8% pure or higher should be 

used to charge the breaker. Storage, use and 

transport of Nitrogen gas must comply with all 

local regulations. Use of any other gas is not 

permitted, to do so may cause dangerous 

explosions. 

Danger 

When not in use your gas charging kit should be 

stored in the case provided and kept in a safe 

place. Take care not to damage your gas charging 

kit as the glass gauge could break and cause injury. 

Warning 

All gas level readings should be taken at ambient 

temperature before the breaker is used. Do not 

charge the breaker to a higher pressure than the 

maximum level permitted. To do so the breaker 

and hydraulic system on the carrier maybe 

damaged. Arrowhead Rockdrill does not accept 

responsibility for any damage caused if a breaker is 

operated with the incorrect gas pressure.  

As the temperature of the breaker rises the gas 

pressure also rises. In extreme hot weather or in a 

extremely hot working environment it may be 

necessary to reduce the recommended gas 

pressure in the breaker by 2 bar. Please contact 

your authorised Arrowhead Rockdrill dealer for 

advice if you think this may apply to the conditions 

your breaker will be operating in. 

9.1 Checking the Nitrogen gas pressure 

To check the gas pressure in your breaker remove 

the gas charging valve dust cap with a spanner. 



 

Turn the release valve wheel on the side of the 

charging kit valve clockwise to close the release 

valve. Turn the charging valve wheel on the back 

of the gas charging kit valve anticlockwise to close 

the charging valve. 

 

 

Then attach the gas charging kit valve by threading 

the connection port onto the gas valve on the 

hammer and tightening the locking nut by turning 

it clockwise. 

 

 

Turn the charging kit valve clockwise to open the 

gas charge valve on the breaker and read the gas 

pressure as displayed on the charging kit valve 

gauge. 

 

 

Warning  

Turning the gas charge kit charging wheel to 

excess will damage the charging valve. Stop 

turning the wheel as soon as the gauge gives a 

reading. 

Turn the gas charging kit charging wheel 

anticlockwise to close the gas valve on the breaker 

and then turn the release valve wheel on the side 

of the gas charging valve anticlockwise to release 

the gas in the charging kit.  

 

 

Once this is done carefully remove the gas 

charging valve from the breaker by turning the 



locking nut anticlockwise and unscrewing it from 

the breaker gas valve. 

 

Replace the gas charging valve dust cap and 

tighten with a spanner. 

 

9.2 Lowering the Nitrogen gas pressure 

If the gas pressure in the breaker needs to be 

lowered follow the procedures listed in section 9.1 

to establish the actual gas pressure in the breaker. 

To lower the gas pressure to the required pressure 

turn the release valve wheel anticlockwise slowly 

until the pressure in the gauge shows the required 

level then turn the release valve wheel clockwise 

to stop the flow of gas. 

Turn the release valve wheel on the side of the gas 

charging valve anticlockwise to release the gas in 

the charging kit.  

Once this is done carefully remove the gas 

charging valve from the breaker by turning the 

locking nut anticlockwise and unscrewing it from 

the breaker gas valve. 

Replace the gas charging valve dust cap and 

tighten with a spanner. 

9.3 Charging the breaker with Nitrogen 

gas 

Danger 

When charging the hammer with gas keep away 

from the breaker tool as this may move suddenly. 

If a tool is installed when gassing the breaker 

ensure that the tool retainer is securely fitted. 

Check the nitrogen gas bottle valve is closed and 

then connect the high pressure hose to the valve 

on the bottle. 

 

Connect the high pressure hose to the gas charging 

valve. 

 

Follow the procedures listed in section 9.1 to 

establish the actual gas pressure in the breaker. 

Once the gauge shows the pressure of gas in the 

breaker slightly open the valve on the nitrogen 

bottle then turn the charging valve wheel 

clockwise to allow gas to enter the breaker. Once 

the required gas pressure is showing on the gauge 

turn the charging valve wheel anticlockwise to 

stop the flow of gas into the breaker. 

Warning 

Do not exceed the maximum listed gas pressure 

for the breaker during charging. To do so could 

damage the seals in the gas chamber. 

Close the valve on the nitrogen bottle. Then turn 

the release valve wheel anticlockwise to release 



any gas left in the high pressure hose. Remove the 

high pressure hose from the nitrogen bottle and 

then from the breaker.  

Replace the gas charging valve dust cap and 

tighten with a spanner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Breaker specifications 

MODEL 

REQUIRED 
OIL 

FLOWS 
(l/min) 

OPERATING 
PRESSURE 

(bar) 

BLOWS 
PER 

MINUTE 
(bpm) 

TOOL 
DIAMETER 

(mm) 

OVERALL 
LENGTH 

(mm) 

WORKING 
WEIGHT 

(kg) 

MAXIMUM 
SOUND 
POWER 

(db) 

MAX 
ENERGY 

PER 
BLOW 

(joules) 

R40 14 - 30 120 500 - 1300 40 1090 90 112 260 

R45 25 - 45 90 450 - 1150 45 1180 109 116 550 

R55 40 - 60 90 600 - 1050 55 1300 135 117 680 

R65 45 - 65 110 450 - 1250 65 1450 225 118 810 

R70 55 - 90 110 850 - 1350 70 1500 245 118 1015 

R75 65 - 100 120 550 - 1100 75 1600 395 121 1355 

S90 80 - 110 130 430 - 1050 85 1750 575 123 2030 

S130 90 - 130 130 500 - 900 105 1800 830 123 2710 

S180 90 - 150 130 400 - 600 113 1900 990 125 4060 

S230 150 -  200 130 400 - 600 133 2400 1580 127 5420 

 

10.1 Recommended carrier weights 

BREAKER MODEL RECOMMENDED CARRIER WEIGHT (TONNES) 

R40 0.7 - 1.5 

R45 1.5 - 2.8 

R55 2.8 - 4.0 

R65 4.0 - 5.5 

R70 5.0 - 8.0 

R75 6.0 - 8.5 

S90 8.5 - 11 

S130 11 - 15 

S180 13 - 21 

S230 20 - 29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. Torque settings 

TORQUE LIST  
lb-ft 

          

 
R40 R45 R55 R65 R70 R75 S90 S130 S180 S230 

TIE RODS NA NA NA NA NA NA 
1-

1/4" 
M36 1-3/4" 2" 

  
      

506 506 1012 1156 

VALVE TO BODY  M8 M8 M8 M8 M8 M12 M12 M12 M20 M20 

  26 26 26 26 26 87 87 87 200 200 

VALVE END PLATES M10 M10 M12 M12 M12 M16 M16 M16 M20 M20 

 
36 36 87 87 87 144 144 144 200 200 

VALVE END PLATE M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 
3/4" 
BSP 

3/4" 
BSP 

PRESSURE PLUG 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

GREASE NIPPLE 
1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

  20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

INSPECTION HOLE 
1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

PLUG 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

HEAD CAP 
M8 
26 

M10 

36 

M12 

87 

M12 

87 

M12 

87 

M16 

144 
NA NA NA NA 

CHUCK LINER 
RETAINING BOLT 

M6 
7 

M8 

26 

M12 

87 

M16 

144 

M16 

144 

M16 

144 
NA NA NA NA 

COMBO BUSH 
RETAINING BOLT 

NA NA NA NA NA 
M16 

144 
NA NA NA NA 

           

TORQUE LIST  
 kg-m 

            R40 R45 R55 R65 R70 R75 S90 S130 S180 S230 

TIE RODS 
NA NA NA NA NA NA 

1-
1/4" 

1-
1/4" 1-3/4" 2" 

 
      

70 70 140 160 

VALVE TO BODY M8 M8 M8 M8 M8 M12 M12 M12 M20 M20 

 
4 4 4 4 4 12 12 12 27 27 

VALVE END PLATES M10 M10 M12 M12 M12 M16 M16 M16 M20 M20 

 
5 5 12 12 12 20 20 20 27 27 

VALVE TOP PLATE 
M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 M18 

3/4" 
BSP 

3/4" 
BSP 

PRESSURE PLUG 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

GREASE NIPPLE 
1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

INSPECTION HOLE 
1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

1/4" 
BSP 

PLUG 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

HEAD CAP 
M8 
4 

M10 
5 

M12 
12 

M12 
12 

M12 
12 

M16 
20 

NA NA NA NA 

CHUCK LINER 
RETAINING BOLT 

M6 
1 

M8 
4 

M12 
12 

M16 
20 

M16 
20 

M16 
20 

NA NA NA NA 

COMBO BUSH 
RETAINING BOLT 

NA NA NA NA NA 
M16 
20 

NA NA NA NA 



12. Breaker tool and wear bush limits 

Replace the tool bushings when the clearance reaches the maximum limit listed below. 

BREAKER MODEL MAX. CLEARANCE LIMIT / mm MIN TOOL DIAMETER / mm 

R40 5 36.5 

R45 5 41.5 

R55 5 51.5 

R65 5 61.5 

R70 7 66.5 

R75 8 71.5 

S90 8 79.5 

S130 10 99.5 

S180 10 110 

S230 10 129.5 

 

Replace the breaker tool when the outside diameter is worn to the limit for the minimum tool diameter listed 

above. 

 

13. Gas Pressures 

Breaker Model Gas Operating Pressure / bar 

R40 15 

R45 25* 

R55 16* 

R65 22* 

R70 22* 

R75 27* 

S90 24* 

S130 22* 

S180 22* 

S230 24* 
*
 Dependent on working conditions see section 9 



14. Troubleshooting 

Arrowhead Rockdrill breakers are designed to be simple, hardworking and easy to install and operate. Basic 

troubleshooting guidelines are listed below and can be used to solve many of the simple problems 

encountered when using your breaker. 

14.1 Troubleshooting basic breaker problems 

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 

Diminished breaking power Gas pressure low Recharge nitrogen chamber 

  
Incorrect relief valve setting or faulty 

relief valve 
Reset or repair as necessary 

  

Worn or damaged o rings on hammer 

cylinder liner causing short stroking of 

the piston 

Re seal hammer 

  Broken or seized tool Remove broken tool & replace 

Breaker blow frequency has 

decreased 
Excavator oil flow valve not fully open Open oil flow valve fully 

  Gas pressure is too high Adjust gas pressure as necessary 

  
Problem with the excavator hydraulic 

pump and/or relief valve 

Have pump and relief valve checked by 

authorised excavator dealer. 

  Hot hydraulic oil (over 80⁰C) 
Clean existing or install new oil cooler, check oil 

condition 

  

Low hydraulic oil level Add more hydraulic oil 

Pressure in return line too high Check and lower pressure in return line 

Defective quick release coupling Replace quick release coupling 

Irregular operation Piston or cylinder liners defective Repair or replace 

Seized or sticking main control valve 
Check spool and poppet repair or replace as 

necessary 

  

Problem with the excavator hydraulic 

pump and/or relief valve 

Have pump and relief valve checked by 

authorised excavator dealer. 

Low hydraulic oil level Add more hydraulic oil 

Defective quick release coupling Replace quick release coupling 

Breaker does not work Oil flow valve in the OFF position Open oil flow valve fully  

  
Low or no nitrogen in breaker gas 

chamber 
Recharge breaker and check for any leaks 

  Low hydraulic oil level Add more hydraulic oil 

  Hoses incorrectly fitted to inlet/outlet Check hoses are correctly fitted to the excavator 

  

Problem with the excavator hydraulic 

pump and/or relief valve 

Have pump and relief valve checked by 

authorised excavator dealer. 

Defective quick release coupling Replace quick release coupling 

Liners turned in main body due to 

sheared dowel pins 
Realign liners and replace dowels 

Tie rod failure Check for broken tie rods  

Seized or sticking main control valve 
Check spool and poppet repair or replace as 

necessary 



14.2 Troubleshooting gas leakage problems 

 

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 

(A) Gas leaking from gas 

charge valve 

Defective O-ring in valve Replace O-ring 

Defective or damaged valve Replace gas charge valve 

(B) Gas leaking between main 

cylinder body and gas charge 

valve 

Defective O-ring in valve Replace O-ring 

Loose valve Tighten valve 

(C) Gas leaking between 

cylinder head and main 

cylinder body 

Defective O-ring in cylinder head 

Broken Tie Rods 

Replace O-ring 

Replace Tie Rods 

(D) Gas leaks from inspection 

hole 

(inspection hole location 

varies on different hammer 

models) 

Defective O-ring in A cylinder liner Replace O-ring 

Defective U seal in A cylinder liner Replace U seal 

Seizure of piston and A cylinder liner 

Repair or replace liner and piston 

(as well as any damaged U seals 

or O-rings) 

Damaged cylinder Repair cylinder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14.3 Troubleshooting oil leakage problems 

 

PROBLEM CAUSE SOLUTION 

(A) Oil leaks between valve 

housing and lower valve end 

Defective O-ring or back up ring Replace 

Lower valve end bolts loose Retighten 

(B) Oil leaks between chisel 

and chuck housing  

Defective O-ring or back up ring on B 

cylinder liner 
Replace 

Defective U seal in B cylinder liner Replace U seal 

Seizing of piston and B cylinder liner 
Repair or replace. Check and 

replace  seals  

(C) Oil leaks between main 

cylinder body and valve 

housing  

Defective O-ring between main 

cylinder body and valve housing 
Replace 

Valve housing mounting bolts loose Retighten 

(D) Oil leaks between hose 

fitting and hydraulic 

inlet/outlet 

Damage to the thread on hose Replace hose fitting 

Damage to the thread on inlet/outlet Replace inlet/outlet 

Loose connection of fitting and 

inlet/outlet 
Retighten 

(E) Oil leaks between 

inlet/outlet and valve housing 
Loose inlet/outlet or defective O-ring 

Replace O-ring and retighten as 

necessary 

(F) Oil leaks between valve 

housing and valve top plate   

Defective O-ring or back up rings Replace 

Upper valve end bolts loose Retighten 

(G) Oil leaks from inspection 

hole 

(inspection hole location 

varies on different hammer 

models) 

Defective O-ring or Back up ring in A 

cylinder liner 
Replace 

Defective U seal in A cylinder liner Replace 

Seizing of piston and A cylinder liner 
Repair or replace. Check and 

replace  seals  

 

 



15. Storage 

For short periods (1-14 days) of non-use place the breaker on two wooden blocks lying flat on the floor and 

liberally grease the tool. Ensure the hose ends are securely plugged or wrapped securely to ensure no dirt, 

dust or water can enter the hoses. If the breaker is being left outside cover it with a waterproof coversheet.   

If the breaker is not going to be used for long periods of time (14 or more days) remove the tool from the 

breaker and discharge the gas pressure. Using a rod or bar push the piston all the way into the hammer as far 

as it will go and grease the exposed end of the piston and the wear bush/bushes. The breaker should be stood 

vertically, secured securely so that it cannot fall over, and the tool greased and kept safely and securely in a 

suitable location. Ensure the hose ends are securely plugged or wrapped securely to ensure no dirt, dust or 

water can enter the hoses. If the breaker is being left outside cover it with a waterproof coversheet. Collect 

any oil that may have run out of the hammer when the piston has been pushed up and dispose of it in 

accordance with applicable local environmental regulations. 

16. Warranty statement 

Warranty statement for Arrowhead Rockdrill Company LTD hydraulic breakers 

All applications for warranty must be made within 30 working days of failure. 

This warranty does not apply to demolition tools and other accessory tools or replacement parts 

which are covered under separate warranties. 

Basic Warranty 

Arrowhead Rockdrill Company Limited (hereafter referred to as Arrowhead Rockdrill) warrants that 

new hydraulic breakers sold by Arrowhead Rockdrill will be free from defects in workmanship or 

material for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of delivery to the first purchaser, or renter 

where applicable. This warranty excludes all wear items; tie rods, nuts, washers, bolts, mounting 

brackets, mounting bracket pins, hammer boxes, tool retainer pins, wear bushings and any rubber or 

polyurethane including the breaker seals which are covered by the Limited Warranty. 

Limited Warranty  

Wear parts, as listed above, are covered by the Limited Warranty. Arrowhead Rockdrill Company 

Limited warrants that wear parts listed under the Limited Warranty and sold by Arrowhead Rockdrill 

will be free from defects in workmanship or material for a period of six (6) months from the date of 

delivery to the first purchaser, or renter where applicable. 

Extended Warranty 

Items covered by the Extended Warranty are the head cap and main body in breaker models R70, 

R75, S90, S130, S180, S230 and where applicable non-wear chuck housings found in breaker models 

R75, S90, S130, S180 and S230 only. Arrowhead Rockdrill Company Limited warrants that parts listed 

under the Extended Warranty and sold by Arrowhead Rockdrill will be free from defects in 

workmanship or material for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of expiry of the Basic 

Warranty.  

Warranty conditions 



User responsibility 

It is the responsibility of the installer, user, operator and repairer to read, understand and comply 

with Arrowhead Rockdrill’s Safety and Operating Instructions. 

The Warranty registration document for the breaker must be completed and returned to Arrowhead 

Rockdrill upon installation of the breaker on an excavator for the first time. 

All costs associated with transport of the Arrowhead Rockdrill breaker, or equipment to which it is 

installed, to an authorised Arrowhead Rockdrill dealer or other repair location. Arrowhead Rockdrill 

will not be accountable for any costs to repair equipment on site. 

Arrowhead Rockdrill may request a sample of the hydraulic oil from the carrier machine to be 

supplied upon request. 

Arrowhead Rockdrill responsibility 

Arrowhead Rockdrill will, at its option, replace or repair with a new or reconditioned part any 

warranted part that fails due to defective material or workmanship free of charge delivered at place 

at an Arrowhead Rockdrill dealer’s place of business. All parts replaced under warranty become the 

property of Arrowhead Rockdrill. 

During the six (6) month Basic Warranty period Arrowhead Rockdrill will pay 80% of the cost of 

labour at the posted shop rate for the time that Arrowhead Rockdrill deem reasonably necessary to 

repair or replace the defective part during normal working hours. Overtime rates, on site working 

costs and travel expenses will not be reimbursed.  

Exclusions and limitations 

All three warranties specifically exclude claims for parts or costs under any of the following 

conditions: 

 Improper installation 

 Misuse/abuse 

 Alterations not approved by Arrowhead Rockdrill 

 Improper maintenance, storage or repair, as judged by Arrowhead Rockdrill, or failure to 

comply with any of the instructions laid out in the ‘Safety and Operating Instructions’ 

 Replacements necessary due to normal wear 

 Failures resulting from the user exceeding the tool and/or bushing wear limit 

 Use of tools or parts not supplied by Arrowhead Rockdrill, any use of these parts void all 

Arrowhead Rockdrill warranties. 

 Underwater operation 

 Operation of the breaker with prior knowledge of it containing damaged or worn parts 

 Labour charges which Arrowhead Rockdrill sees as excessive 

 Any local taxes, duties or brokerage fees associated with warranty parts 

 Any warranty part shipping costs in excess of usual parts deliveries, special express deliveries 

such as air freight charges, will not be covered unless preapproved by Arrowhead Rockdrill 



Repairs made under warranty do not extend standard warranty periods. 

Violations of any local laws, ordinances, rules or regulations or the removal or alteration of any 

stamped machine markings or serial numbers will void all written warranties supplied by Arrowhead 

Rockdrill. The breaker must be used in a safe and lawful manner in compliance with all applicable 

local regulations. 

THESE WARRANTIES AND ARROWHEAD ROCKDRILL COMPANY’S OBLIGATIONS THEREUNDER ARE IN 

LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OTHER 

REPRESENTATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER, USER OR RENTER AND ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS 

OR LIABILITIES, INCLUDING LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ON THE 

PART OF ARROWHEAD ROCKDRILL COMPANY OR THE SELLER WITH RESPECT TO THE SALE OR USE OF 

THE BREAKER. 

No person is authorized to give any other warranties or to assume any other liability on 

ARROWHEAD ROCKDRILL COMPANY’S behalf unless assumed, in writing, by ARROWHEAD 

ROCKDRILL COMPANY, and no person is authorized to give any warranties or to assume any liability 

on the seller’s behalf unless assumed, in writing, by the seller. 

ARROWHEAD ROCKDRILL COMPANY LIMITED SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMTIATION, 

COSTS, LOSSES OR LIABLILITIES ON ACCOUNT OF DELAY OR DOWNTIME. ARROWHEAD ROCKDRILL 

COMPANY LIMITED SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY KIND 

OR DESCRIPTION, WHETHER TO PROPERTY OR PERSON, IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH OR ARISING 

OUT OF THE USE OF THE SAID PRODUCT 

 

 

 

 

 

 


